CTSI at UCSF: New Website Highlights CTSI's Work and People; and more news

News from CTSI at UCSF
Accelerating Research to Improve Health

New Website Highlights CTSI's Work, Successes, People

With CTSI's new organizational website, we have created a tool to better communicate the work we do; to showcase the expertise of our people; and to encourage and foster a range of partnerships. Use the "Feedback" button to let us know what you think.

Among the highlights: Our Work, Voices, News, and easy access to other CTSI sites (Accelerate: Services for Researchers and UCSF Profiles) using the tabs at the top left.

UC Program to Accelerate Translational Research Across State

Imagine a statewide research engine of pooled resources, data, and expertise that accelerates the “translation” of academic research to direct patient benefit. That's the goal of the new UC BRAID program. Read now

CTSI Clinical Research Services Launches Cost Recovery Model

CTSI is working to establish a financial model that will allow Clinical Research Services (CRS) to continue offering high-quality, core services, while also developing new services to address emerging needs. Read now

News: The Last 30 Days

- New UCSF-Kaiser Permanente Collaboration - Read now
- CTSI at the General: Newsletter for Clinical and Translational Investigators - Read now
- CTSI Integral to UCSF Community Partnerships - Read now
- Important Clues in Push to Halt or Slow Cell Destruction in Type 1 Diabetes - Read now
- UCSF Response to PCORI Pilot Grants - Read now
- Longer Trips to the ER, Especially for Minorities and Poor - Read now

Events & Deadlines

Events & Deadlines

- Mentor Development Program 2012

See all

Voices

Voices

Newly Minted MD Credits CTSI Research Program. Watch the video

See all

Accelerate.ucsf.edu

50+ Services for Researchers
Access now

UCSF Profiles

UCSF Profiles

Search, Discover, Network
Access now

Follow CTSI on Twitter
Follow CTSI Programs
CTSI on Slideshare
CTSI on YouTube
CTSI Photos on Flickr
Chancellor Outlines Three-Year Plan for UCSF and Credits CTSI - Read now
Preventing Sports Injuries: Science-Based Video Technology Making Strides - Read now
New Collaboration to Test Drug with Potential to Block Parkinson's - Read now
Evaluating Worldwide Evidence on How to Reduce Inequities in Alcohol Problems - Read now
Development of Internet-based Clinical Trial Technology for the Treatment of Autism at UCSF - Read now
CTSI Research Award Helps Move Promise to Product at UCSF - Read now
New Software Tool Potentially Reduces Number of Unnecessary Biopsy Surgeries in Women - Read now
Reducing the Risk of HIV Infection - Read now
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